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Can you imagine an italian pizza or a french croissant baked... without a
dough? Or a pretzel pack with only salt left in the pack? Or a McDonalds
with only meat & coke in menu? 

Russia and Ukraine supply 28% of world wheat trade, 29% of barley, 15% of
corn and 75% of sunflower oil. Due to Russian invasion, supplies have been
suspended. The consequences will be catastrophic. And the question is
only on the scale of the catastrophe and its geography. 

By the end of 2022, when the film will be delivered, the hunger story will
be more than actual for European, Asian, Middle East and African
broadcasters.

ABOUT

WATCH TEASER

http://vimeo.com/740719189


UNIQUE ACCESS

 Ukrainian combines
sowing under the cover

of anti-aircraft guns.

Sea port of Odessa with
dry cargo ships full of

wheat and corn.

Evidences of stolen by
Russian Army Ukrainian
wheat and combines



Make a wide world audience
aware of an indirect effect of the
war on a global food supply
chains and describe the
consequences that will reach
every single inhabitant of the
Earth.

MISSION



THE STORY

Russia is rapidly destroying not only the peaceful cities of Ukraine, the aggressor is bombing granaries and blocking Ukrainian ports, 
which is why Ukraine cannot export the grain of the harvest of previous years. Only in the port of Odessa, 25 million tons of grain have 
been blocked, and overall due to the blocking of ports by Russia, Ukraine cannot take out 90 million tons.

In addition, according to official data, Russia stole about 400,000 tons of grain from the occupied regions of Ukraine. The threats of 
world food crisis and even of a hunger in some regions is another nonconventional weapon used by Russians in this war against 
humanity. 

The combination of backstory (including Great Hunger of 1933), the current situation (with exclusive footage from Ukraine) and 
analysis & forecast from international experts will make the film unique and actual for world.



War 2022 vs Hunger 1933. 
historical context about 

Stalin's genocide in Ukraine 
caused by artificial famine, 

nearly 9 000 000 dead

TOPICS

Ukraine's crucial role in the world 
food supply. 26 countries source at 
least half on imported wheat from 
Ukraine and russia. Ukraine is also 
the biggest supplier of sunflower oil 
to the world. 

Consequences for the world: 
increased prices, food 

deficiency in countries of 
Africa and Middle East, hence 

immigration crisis in Europe

Intentional damage of agricultural
infrastructure of Ukraine from the 
Russian army: destroyed and 
stollen machinery, burnt fields, 
blocakade of the Black sea.



STYLE

PERSONAL  STORIES

on all levels of supply chains from
agricultural tycoon in Ukraine to a

small European bakery
 

CGI
the cause-and-effect relationships

of a coincidences of the food
supply  catastrophe

 

EXPERTS
strengthening the story with

trusted professionals



UKRAINIAN
PROTAGONISTS

is now in Ukrainian military, on the frontline 
near his city Kharkiv but before the war 

was known as a successful businessman, 
founder of the AGROTRADE Group and 
Honorary Consul of Austria in Kharkiv. 

His fields and agrarian infrastructure was 
significantly damaged and occupied by 

russian army and he together with his 
colleagues dedicate their efforts to do 

everything possible for the Ukrainian 
victory in this war.  

Government
representatives

Vsevolod Kozhemyako 

Direct participants
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has caused 

almost $4.3 billion in agricultural 
damage, $2.1 billion worth of farmland 

and unharvested winter crops and $926 
million of machinery were destroyed by 
russian army. But behind these numbers 
are real people, farmers, businessmen, 

ports workers. United Nations warned 
the war could lead to famine because 

of a Russian naval blockade in the Black 
Sea. The truth about these war crimes 

will be told first-hand by those that were 
affected directly but keep working in 

their field to prevent devastating 
consequences.

Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food, 
Ukrainian Grain Association, 
"TIS" Odesa port and other 
government and non-government 
institutions are working on finding 
solutions to occuring problems in the 
agricultural network of Ukraine. The 
main goal is maintaining as much 
support and security for the harvesting 
season and finding solutions and 
international support in a long-term to 
provide Ukraine's input into the world's 
food chain. 

https://www.un.org/press/en/2022/sc14894.doc.htm


Director MAX SERIO
As a director specifies in crime, history, wildlife
topics. Skilled creator, researcher, producer, team
builder and developer. Currently responsible for
producing content for www.picassofilm.net and in
the last 13 years have created and produced over
200 hours of broadcast content distributed and
transmitted in over 54 countries by the most
important and prestigious broadcasters of the
world. 
Known for his documentary films and series
Inside criminal Mind, The plot to kill the Pope,
Empire Games, (Netflix), Secret Vatican Files,
M.A.D. world (Discovery), Fatal Forecast (RMC and
BBC), Hitler's Gold (History Channel) and others. 

“ Documentaries are no longer just for
The History Channel. The production of 
video documentaries has evolved and 
is a different game these days. A good 
documentary will not simply “inform”, 
but will instruct, inspire, call to action 

and yes... sometimes even sell."

https://www.picassofilm.net/
https://www.canva.com/design/DAE-nji_zC0/edit
https://www.bigmedia.tv/spy-ops?rq=spy
https://netflix.fandom.com/wiki/Empire_Games
https://www.bigmedia.tv/secret-vatican-files
https://www.bigmedia.tv/mad-world
https://www.bigmedia.tv/hitlers-gold


 

Ukrainian audio-visual content making 
company, known for International award 
winning documentaries, documentary-related 
coproduction and services.
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Egor Olesov
IMDB

 

Pavel Cherepin
IMDB
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PRODUCERS

Ladislav Svestka
LinkedIn

Max Serio
IMDB

Documentary and live action production 
company based in Prague that specialise in 
wildlife, lifestyle, biography, and history series 
and films.

https://hrsfilms.com/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm6218684/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm12945225/?ref_=tt_ov_dr
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ladislav-svestka/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm8905362/
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